1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The intricate mode and processes involved in the induction and inhibition of protein aggregation bear great interest in the field of biotechnology, therapeutics, food and pharmaceutical industries. In destabilizing conditions, proteins tend to form aggregates either amorphous or amyloids as a consequence of the achieved intermediate states by unfolding or misfolding. Such conformational aberrations are highly linked with many pathological disorders [@bib0005], [@bib0010]. The hydrophobic and hydrophilic forces established between solvent and protein molecules possess a principle impact on the conformation stabilization of proteins.

The product of proteins unfolding or misfolding lead to the exposure of hydrophobic patches which offers to interact through and leads to the formation of firm complex *via* transformation of soluble monomeric entities to large insoluble ones [@bib0015]. The establishment of novel interactions in the protein molecule occurs due to enhanced exposure of thiol groups or hydrophobic patches to thermally induced aggregation [@bib0020]. The cataract disease for instance is a result of aggregation of a γD-crystalline protein which has been categorized as amorphous in nature [@bib0025], similarly Fanconi syndrome [@bib0030], light-chain deposition disease (LCDD), and myeloma nephropathy [@bib0035]. While, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, spongiform encephalopathies, and type II diabetes mellitus [@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0040] are amyloid aggregates. In the production of bacterial recombinant proteins, the formed inclusion bodies are also classified as amorphous aggregates. It is an outcome of the accumulation of excessively produced polypeptides followed by the unavailability of sufficient chaperons to govern the folding process to rescue from aggregation and restoration of nascent peptides [@bib0045], [@bib0050]. In a similar vein in liquor industry, the amorphous aggregate formation takes place in the form of protein haze during the course of white wine production [@bib0055]. Thermally induced aggregation is one of the most studied factors where several proteins have been reported to have undergone the process of aggregate formation at elevated temperature but the effective temperature and duration of incubation fluctuates from protein to protein. For instance, a slight increase in the temperature (∼37 °C) can cause aggregation of the Apo form of muscle glycogen phosphorylase b (apoPhb) of rabbit origin [@bib0060], while Aquaporin 0 (AQP0) aggregates at 60 °C [@bib0065], bovine hemoglobin aggregates at ∼70 °C [@bib0070], recombinant human interferon alpha2b (rhIFNα2b) aggregates at 50 °C [@bib0075] while SARS-associated corona virus (SARS-CoV) protein aggregates at most extreme condition *i.e*. boiling temperature [@bib0080]. Thermal and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide [@bib0070], NaCl [@bib0085], acidic pH [@bib0090], metal [@bib0095], atheronal-A, atheronal-B, cholesterol [@bib0100], Rosin modified surfactant, (QMRAE) [@bib0105], non-fluorinated and fluorinated cosolvents [@bib0110] are few examples of physical as well as chemical inducer where protein unambiguously forms amorphous aggregate. While, cationic surfactant like CTAB induce amyloid fibrils in stem bromelain [@bib0115].

Oligomers of Aβ responsible for the synaptic dysfunction, upon their interaction with fragment of prion protein N-terminal (PrPN1), they modify the conformation which finally result in amorphous aggregate formation [@bib0120].

From a therapeutic perspective, it is quite obligatory to design and generate idea which can combat the aggregation inducing factors and protect the proteins *in vivo* as well as *in vitro*. In such trend, that dual function has been displayed by quercetin for the conformation conservation of insulin, which inhibits the fibril formation and also shows disorganizing ability by amyloid fibril (ordered structure) conversion into amorphous aggregates (unordered structure) [@bib0125]. In this series, clofazimine inhibits as well as destabilize the fibrils of hen egg white lysozyme [@bib0130]. Moreover, Aspartate-β-semi aldehyde dehydrogenase forms aggregates, *via* soluble to insoluble polymerization as function of concentration and time. Lumry--Eyring with nucleated polymerization (LENP) model revealed that increasing concentrations of glycerol inhibits the formation of insoluble, high molecular weight aggregates by delaying the polymerization [@bib0135]. The weak polarity-reducing property of ethylene glycol curtails the interaction between hydrocarbon spacer arm mediated nonspecific interaction of N^6^-(6-Aminohexyl)-AMP and functional hydrophobic sites present on the pig heart lactate dehydrogenase. The low concentration of ethylene glycol achieves high retrieval of enzymatic activity along with increased yield of enzyme during chromatographic elution within the concentration range of 20--30% (v/v) [@bib0140]. Fat as additive used for prion, fetches the more trifling condition for its inactivation, while, glycerol provides stability to the prion 27--30 or prion rods during heat treatment by shielding the peptide backbone [@bib0145]. An earlier study on reversing the impact on mutant archetype of Familial Creutzfeldt--Jakob disease (CJD) H187R, has confirmed that glycerol effectively diminishes the PrP187R accumulation in lysosomes of transfected cells followed by transportation up to the cell surface [@bib0150].

Furthermore, the osmolytes are known to affect the kinetics and lengthen the lag phase of amyloid but this effect does not solely depend on the viscosity of cosolutes. Despite of viscosity difference between sorbitol and glycerol, both can enhance the lag phase by more than two folds but triethylene glycol (viscosity similar to glycerol) and polyethylene glycol (PEG-400) (with highest viscosity), shorten the lag phase [@bib0155].

Conalbumin (ovotransferrin, metalloproteinase) is a glycoprotein made up single polypeptide chain; it is comprised of 686 amino acid residues, holding high affinity sites for iron binding. The two iron binding sites are distributed in comparable tertiary structure of each lobes "N" (1--332) and "C" (342--686) [@bib0160]. Ovotransferrin exhibits killer activities against a wide range of microorganisms [@bib0165], [@bib0170]. Further, immunomodulation [@bib0175], anti-oxidative [@bib0180] and anti-carcinogenicity [@bib0185] are the other significant biological activities associated with ovotransferrin. The primary goal of the current study is to induce aggregation in CA by thermal treatment and characterization the type of aggregates. Further, we checked the protective and anti-aggregation property of glycerol (GL) and ethylene glycol (EG) at 65 °C. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies reported the GL and EG mediated inhibition of thermally induced amorphous aggregates by a multi-technique approach.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Materials {#sec0015}
--------------

Iron-free conalbumin from chicken egg white (C 0755), Thioflavin T (T 3516), ANS (A 10288) and Congo red (CR) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, Mo, USA). Extrapure glycerol (072929) and ethylene glycol (05291) was purchased from SISCO research laboratories Pvt. Limited, Mumbai, India. All other reagents and buffer compounds used were of analytical grade.

2.2. Concentration determination of protein {#sec0020}
-------------------------------------------

Protein stock was prepared in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, and concentration was measured by using the extinction coefficient at $E_{280nm}^{1\%}$  = 12.0 on Perkin Elmer (Lambda 25) double beam spectrophotometer attached with peltier temperature programmer (PTP-1). A filtered buffer through a 0.45 μm Millipore Millex-HV PVDF filter was used throughout the study.

2.3. Turbidity measurements {#sec0025}
---------------------------

Turbidity measurements were performed on a Perkin Elmer UV--vis spectrometer model lambda 25 in a cuvette of 1 cm path length. All the measurements of protein sample with increasing concentration (v/v) of polyols were monitored by measuring absorbance at 350 nm at room temperature. Conalbumin (5 μM) was incubated for 60 min in both the conditions, for thermal range 25--85 °C and on increasing concentrations of GL and EG at 65 °C.

2.4. Rayleigh light scattering (RLS) measurements {#sec0030}
-------------------------------------------------

Rayleigh scattering measurements were carried on a Shimadzu spectrophotometer RF-5301 PC at 25 ± 0.1 °C with a 1 cm path length cell. The protein samples incubated with increasing concentrations of polyols (GL and EG) were excited at 350 nm and spectra were recorded over the wavelength range of 300--400 nm. The data were plotted at 350/350 nm. Conalbumin (5 μM) was incubated for 60 min in both the conditions, for thermal range 25--85 °C and on increasing concentration of GL and EG at 65 °C.

2.5. Tryptophan fluorescence measurements {#sec0035}
-----------------------------------------

Fluorescence measurements were performed on a Shimadzu spectrophotometer RF-5301 PC, equipped with a constant temperature holder attached to a Neslab RTE-110 water bath with an accuracy of ±0.1 °C. The fluorescence spectra were measured at 25 ± 0.1 °C with a 1 cm path length cell at excitation/emission slit width 5--5 nm. To collect the fluorescence spectra, 5 μM of protein was excited at 295 nm and emission spectra were recorded in the range of 300--400 nm.

2.6. Circular dichroic measurements {#sec0040}
-----------------------------------

CD measurements were carried out on a Jasco spectropolarimeter (J-815) equipped with a Peltier-type temperature controller (PTC-424S/15). The instrument calibration was performed with d-10-camphorsulphonic acid. Spectra were collected in a cell of 1 mm path length with scan speed of 100 nm/min and response time of 1 s for all of the measurements. Each spectrum was the average of 2 scans. The protein concentration was kept 5 μM for far- UV CD.

The raw CD data obtained in millidegrees were converted to mean residue ellipticity (MRE) in deg cm^2^ dmol^−1^ which is defined in Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$\text{MRE} = \frac{\Theta_{\text{obs}}(m\mspace{7mu}\deg)}{10 \times n \times C \times l}$$where, Θ~obs~ is the CD in millidegrees, *n* is the number of amino acid residues (686--1 = 685), *l* is the path length of the cell in cm and *C* is the molar concentration.

2.7. Thioflavin T fluorescent assay {#sec0045}
-----------------------------------

A stock solution of Thioflavin T (ThT) was prepared in double distilled water. The concentration of ThT was determined using extinction coefficient of (εM) = 36,000 M^−1^  cm^−1^ at 412 nm. Protein samples of 5 μM at different polyols concentration (v/v) were incubated in 1:2 molar ratio of ThT for 30 min at 25 °C. The time for thermal induced aggregation was fixed for 60 min and post heat treatment samples were allowed to cool at room temperature. The method was also repeated for the polyols protected and thermally treated CA. The fluorescence of ThT was excited at 440 nm. The spectra were recorded from 400 to 600 nm. Blanks for ThT was also prepared for GL and EG at increasing concentrations, and was subtracted from the respective samples.

2.8. ANS binding assay {#sec0050}
----------------------

The fresh stock of ANS was prepared in double distilled water, and concentration was determined by using molar extinction coefficient of (εM) = 5000 M^−1^cm^−1^ at 350 nm. For ANS-binding experiments, the molar ratio of protein to ANS was 1:50. The excitation wavelength was set at 380 nm, and the emission spectra were taken in the range of 400--600 nm. The samples were cooled at room temperature prior to the addition of ANS. Blanks of ANS was prepared for GL and EG at increasing concentrations, and was subtracted from the respective samples.

2.9. Congo red binding assay {#sec0055}
----------------------------

The stock solution of Congo red was prepared in double distilled water. The concentration of stock solution was determined using a molar extinction coefficient of 45,000 M^−1^  cm^−1^ at 498 nm. CA (5 μM) was heated at 65 °C for an hour then after cooling the aggregates, sample were further incubated with Congo red (5 μM) for 30 min in the dark. The absorbance spectra of the samples were recorded on a Perkin Elmer (Lambda 25) UV--vis spectrophotometer in a 1 cm path length cuvette and plotted in the range of 400--700 nm.

2.10. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements {#sec0060}
-------------------------------------------------

The change in aggregation comportment of CA in the different conditions was determined using DLS. For the R~h~ measurements the protein concentration was taken as 15 μM at 830 nm on a DynaPro--TC--04 dynamic light scattering instrument (Protein Solutions, Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with a temperature controlled microsampler. Prior to the measurements all the solutions were filtered through a 0.22 μm pore sized microfilter (Whatman International, Maidstone, UK). The measured hydrodynamic radius (R~h~) was the average of 50 measurements. The mean R~h~ and polydispersity (Pd) were estimated, on the basis of an autocorrelation analysis of scattered light intensity based on the translational diffusion coefficient, from the Stokes--Einstein Eq. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$\text{R}_{\text{h}} = \frac{\text{kT}}{6\pi\eta\text{D}_{\text{W}}^{25{^\circ}\text{C}}}$$where, R~h~ is the hydrodynamic radius, k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the viscosity of water and $D_{W}^{25{^\circ}C}$ is the translational diffusion coefficient. All the samples were incubated for 60 min at 65 °C preceding to the measurements.

2.11. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) {#sec0065}
--------------------------------------------

The morphology and size of CA aggregates with and without GL and EG was observed with a JEOL JEM-2100F transmission electron microscope (TEM) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. 10 μl of four-fold diluted samples were adsorbed onto copper 400 mesh grid, previously covered by carbon-coated film. After 2 min, excess fluid was drawn out using a paper filter, a drop of 1% uranyl acetate was added and after a few seconds and the samples were observed. A control of native protein solution was also placed on the grids. Images were viewed at 10,000 X.

2.12. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) {#sec0070}
----------------------------------------

SEM analysis of the surface and cross-section of air dried aliquots of CA aggregate was performed with JSM-6510 LV scanning electron microscope (JEOL, Japan). The aliquots were mounted on carbon tape coated stainless steel grids operating on an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Gold plating of the aliquots were done for a clearer image. Images were viewed at 5000 X.

3. Results {#sec0075}
==========

3.1. Turbidity and Rayleigh light scattering (RLS) measurements {#sec0080}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Turbidity measurement is non-specific but a swift and simple method to compare the extent of aggregation in relation to the native protein upon measuring the UV--vis absorbance at 350 nm. The enhanced turbidity cannot directly be correlated with aggregation as the high concentration of protein can show such result. On the other hand, the enhanced turbidity resultant of aggregates do not distinguish the morphology of aggregates *i.e*. amyloid or amorphous, size and nature of aggregate in any case, but it is still sufficiently sensitive to detect the change in magnitude of the presence of sub-visible particles. CA at 25 °C and 37 °C shows negligible turbidity which increases slightly on 45 °C. A significant enhancement in the turbidity has been observed at 55 °C followed by marked augmented turbidity over the temperature range 65--85 °C ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} A). The increment in the temperature above the 65 °C do not increase turbidity, it is rather slightly decreased for 75 °C and more at temperature 85 °C. The GL and EG protected CA upon increasing concentration (v/v) result in gradual decrease in the turbidity ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B--C). Addition of GL in the range of 0--15% (v/v) caused a reduction in turbidity, while EG requires comparatively high concentration 0--35% (v/v) to diminish the turbidity up-to quite effective value.Fig. 1Turbidity measurements of CA at 350 nm at (A) increasing temperature (25--85 °C), at (B) increasing concentration of GL from 3 to 15% (v/v), and (C) increasing concentration of EG from 5 to 35% (v/v). Rayleigh measurements of CA at 350/350 nm at (D) increasing temperature (25--85 °C), at (E) increasing concentration of GL from 3 to 15% (v/v), and (F) increasing concentration of EG from 5 to 35% (v/v). Error bars represent the mean ± SD (*n* = 3).Fig. 1

The analysis of aggregate formation by Rayleigh light scattering (RLS) measurements offer more sensitive approach. Although being more sensitive than turbidity, Rayleigh scattering measurements is still unable to differentiate the morphology of aggregates in accordance of amyloid of amorphous.

The light scattering and turbidometric measurements of thermally challenged CA shows similar pattern. The initial increment in the temperature (25--37 °C), do not cause any significant scattering, while the significant enhancement in the scattering begins from 45 °C which reaches maximum values at 65 °C. Further increase in the temperature causes minor decrease in the scattering ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}D). The incubated CA with GL and EG demonstrate the continuous decrease in Rayleigh scattering. Addition of GL concentration of 3% (v/v), followed by addition of further GL up to 15% (v/v) show a gradual decline in scattering ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}E). The addition of EG also produce the same effect ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}F), and lead to a decrease in the scattering upon increasing the concentration from 5 to 35% (v/v).

3.2. Tryptophan fluorescence measurements {#sec0085}
-----------------------------------------

The microenvironment of Trp of CA, a deca Trp containing protein [@bib0190], was investigated by Trp fluorescence study upon thermal treatment and increasing concentration of polyols at 65 °C. In native condition Trp residues are present in the hydrophobic core [@bib0195]. Unfolding of protein (during heating) causes a red shift (from 331 to 340 nm), ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} A) that connote the replacement of Trp residues from less polar towards more polar interior [@bib0200]. The addition of GL (15%) and EG (35%) cause blue shift (from 337 to 332 nm), ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B--C) suggesting the arrangement of Trp residue towards the more hydrophobic environment and this data is compatible with reported study [@bib0205].Fig. 2The change in the microenvironment of Trp of CA: at (A) increasing the temperature from 25 to 85 °C, at (B) increasing concentration of GL3-15% (v/v) and (C) increasing concentration of EG 5--35% (v/v) at 65 °C.Fig. 2

3.3. Circular dichroic (CD) measurements {#sec0090}
----------------------------------------

Temperature induced conformational adaptation and interceding of secondary structure upon the addition of polyols was studied using far-UV CD spectroscopy since this technique is specific for the determination of proteins secondary structures [@bib0195], [@bib0210], [@bib0215], [@bib0220]. The native CA exhibits two negative minima at 208 and 222 nm, which slightly get disturbed at 37 °C, ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} A). The further temperature elevation up to 55 °C leads the major change in the conformation, depicted by lowering the ellipticity and shifting of two characteristic negative minima to single trough. The next set of temperature *i.e*. at 65 °C, the most sweeping consequence (% ΔMRE~215~  = 69) has been observed which show a single trough concentrated at 215 nm followed by much significant lowering in intensity compared to the previous set of temperature ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} ).We have examined the outcome of the temperature increase within the range of 75--85 °C and detected very less amount of secondary structure % ΔMRE~215~  = 80 for 75 °C and 93 for 85 °C respectively, with great loss in signal on equating with native CA. During the temperature increase, the loss in MRE~215nm~ continuously increased ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A inset).Fig. 3Effect of various conditions on the secondary structure of CA: (A) Far-UV CD spectra of CA on increasing the temperature from 25 to 85 °C. (B) Gradual induction in secondary structure and conformational restoration at 65 °C for 60 min heat treatment, on increasing concentration of GL3-15% (v/v) and (C) EG 5--35% (v/v).Fig. 3Table 1Spectroscopic parameters and Hydrodynamic radii (R~h~), *App.* M.W. and other parameters of native CA (pH 7.0, room temperature), in aggregated condition at 65 °C, pre-incubated with GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35 (v/v).Table 1PropertiesNativeCA at 65 °CGL 6% (v/v)GL15% (v/v)EG 15% (v/v)EG 35% (v/v)Turbidity0.0160.710.420.080.440.08R. scattering67819544191529171***Trp*** λ~max~\
λ~max~ (nm)331337333332333332MRE~208nm~−9311−2080−3971−9263−4306−7984MRE~215nm~−9146−2814−4043−8894−4525−8703MRE~222nm~−7624−2580−3511−7294−3749−7898ΔMRE ~208nm~ (%)--−77−57−0.5−54−14ΔMRE ~215nm~ (%)--−69−56−3.0−50−5.0ΔMRE ~222nm~ (%)--−66−54−4−50+3.0Θ~222~/Θ~208~0.81.20.80.70.80.9***ThT FI***\
FI 480 (nm)\
***ANS FI***916991208728FI 480 (nm)27337311126223105λ~max~ (nm)472480469469466468R~h~ \[nm\]5.1103--5.4--5.6*App*. M.W. \[kDa\]152431541--192--214P~d~\[%\]1326--18--19

The augmentation of CD signals and transformation of single trough into two negative minima at 208 and 222 nm was investigated by the addition of initial GL concentration, 3% (v/v). The effect of GL continues in accordance with the gradual increase and nearly native-like secondary structure ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B) was restored by final addition used, 15% (v/v). A similar stabilizing behavior of polyols has been established by gradual increase in the EG concentration added to CA. The lowest EG concentration of 5% (v/v) efficiently shields CA during thermal treatment and further addition of EG fortify this protective effect. During the stabilization of CA from thermal treatment, the final concentration of EG added, 35% was found to be sufficient to achieve native like spectra showing two negative minima with good ellipticity ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C). The % ΔMRE~215~ for GL15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) was found to be −3 and −5 ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), as shown in the plot ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B--C inset). The time dependent CD spectra of CA in presence of glycerol and EG reveal that restoration of secondary structure after 1 h was similar to the native one and restoration was constant up to 24 h that indicates the inhibition of CA aggregation in presence of polyols. The CD spectra of denatured state of CA at 75 °C and incubation up to 24 h show there is no re-naturation occurs of the denatured protein (Supplementary data 1).

3.4. Thioflavin T (ThT), ANS (1-anilinonaphtalene 8-sulfonic acid) and Congo red (CR) fluorescent assay {#sec0095}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The fluorescent dye, ThT is specific to detect the presence of cross β sheet formed due to the formation of amyloid fibrils in tissues as well as in the *in vitro* samples. Following its interaction with amyloid fibrils, ThT shows greatly enhanced emission spectra near 480 nm compared to the native protein, while showing very low interaction followed by negligible emission spectra for the amorphous aggregates [@bib0110], [@bib0225]. Elevated temperature dictates the alteration in conformation of CA. The native CA which do not show significant emission spectra at 25 °C, show slight increment at 55 °C. During heat treatment, the most significant emission spectra is produced at 65 °C which is nearly 19 times higher than the native, whereas, further temperature elevation brings the decline of ThT spectra ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} A), ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 4Effect of various conditions on the ThT-fluorescence intensity: (A) increase in ThT-fluorescence intensity from 25 to 65 °C and decrease in ThT-fluorescence intensity from 75 to 85 °C. (B) Reduction in ThT-fluorescence intensity on addition of GL3-15% (v/v) and (C) on addition of EG 5--35% (v/v). Change in ANS-fluorescence intensity on varying the condition: (D) increase in ANS-fluorescence intensity as the temperature rise from 25 to 65 °C and decrease in ANS-fluorescence intensity in the temperature range of 75--85 °C. (E) The continuous reduction in ANS-fluorescence intensity on addition of GL3-15% (v/v) and (F) on addition of EG 5--35% (v/v) at 65 °C.Fig. 4

The pre-incubation of GL and EG with CA followed by 1 h heat treatment at 65 °C, show inhibitory effect on ThT fluorescence intensity. The addition of GL on increasing concentration from 3 to 15% (v/v) and EG from 5 to 35% (v/v) resulted in a decrease in the fluorescence intensity ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}B--C). The protein incubated with GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) exhibits lowering of ThT fluorescence intensity and remains merely 5 and 7 times more than native respectively, ([Table. 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

ANS access the extent of exposure of hydrophobic cluster in accordance with solvent, present on the protein surface which progressively changes in the protein destabilization conditions [@bib0230]. The native protein has a minimum exposure of hydrophobic cluster to the solvent and produce very low intensity upon its excitation at 380 nm. Following its exposure to more heat, CA unfolds and the level of exposure increases up to the 65 °C, at which protein undergoes unfolding followed by polymerization and within 1 h CA gets aggregated and fluorescence intensity is enhanced by ∼13 fold than native ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). At the temperature range 75--85 °C, the ANS shows a decrease in the fluorescence intensity but the intensity remains significant ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}D). The addition of polyols decreases the ANS fluorescence intensity as a function of increasing concentration by mediating the protein stabilization and regulating the exposure of hydrophobic patches ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}E--F). At the highest added concentrations of GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v), the slightly significant signals of ANS fluorescence suggest the presence of some little hydrophobic pockets on the surface of the induced secondary structure which provide site for ANS interaction (supplementary Fig. S2), ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). It was also observed that the ANS itself strongly interacts with both of the polyols and its fluorescence intensity is enhanced as the concentration of GL and EG are increased (data not shown), so the resulting effect of the polyols addition on the exposed hydrophobic patches was obtained by subtracting the blank.

The nature of the CA aggregate formed at 65 °C was further investigated by Congo red (CR) to further investigate whether the aggregates are amorphous or amyloid. Congo red shows an intercalation property and places itself in the fissure of the cross β-sheets which came into existence at the event of amyloid fibrils followed by red shift in the absorption spectrum [@bib0235]. The CA aggregates upon its incubation with CR in 1:2 molar ratio for 30 min producing maximum absorption at 497 nm.CA with GL15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v), show maximum absorption at 496 nm along with much significant reduction in the absorption intensity (supplementary Fig. S3). The insignificant shift in the absorption spectra with high absorption intensity confirms the existence of amorphous aggregates, while significant reduction in the absorption intensity corroborates the absence of such aggregate population.

3.5. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements {#sec0100}
------------------------------------------------

The DLS is used for the determination and analysis of proteins particle size as well as to distinguish the protein aggregates in the sample. The hydrodynamic radii (R~h~) of the native CA (neutral pH), aggregates formed during heat treatment, GL 15% (V/V) and EG 35% (v/v) protected protein were all studied by DLS. The R~h~ of CA at neutral pH was observed to be 5.1 nm ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} A), which is compatible with reported value [@bib0195], but it drastically increased to be 103 nm at 65 °C ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}B), confirming that the CA has undergone aggregation followed by polymerization. The heat treatment prior to the GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) pre-incubation, managed to keep the CA in its monomeric form and the R~h~ was found to be 5.4 and 5.6, respectively ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}C--D), which is slightly greater than its native value. The recapitulation of observation obtained by Table 1indicate the reversal of nearly overall conformation of polyols protected CA.Fig. 5Hydrodynamic radii (R~h~) were measured to know the size of aggregates. The hydrodynamic radii (R~h~) of (A) native CA at 15 μM, at (B) 65 °C, (C) in the presence GL15% (v/v) and (D) EG 35% (v/v).Fig. 5

3.6. Transmission and Scanning electron microscopy (TEM and SEM) analysis {#sec0105}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

For a more detailed investigation of the morphology of CA upon aggregation and inhibition by GL and EG, the resulting TEM images were examined. The TEM image analysis reveals the morphological appearance which clearly distinguishes existence of the type of aggregates of proteins including CA. As expected the native CA do not show any morphological appearance ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} A) while CA at 65 °C show aggregates ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}B) which lacks any fibrillar structure, that is consistent with previously published reports [@bib0110], [@bib0225]. The sample containing polyols, GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) protects the CA from forming any aggregates ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}C--D). The TEM imaging data is consistent with the data obtained by CD, ANS and CR results.Fig. 6Morphology of aggregate was detected by Transmission electron microscope (TEM). TEM images of CA (5 μM) at (A) 25 °C, at (B) 65 °C, at (C) GL15% (v/v) and at (D) EG 35% (v/v). Morphology of aggregate was detected by Scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM images of CA (5 μM) at (E) 65 °C, at (F) 65 °C, at (G) GL5% (v/v) and at (H) EG 35% (v/v).Fig. 6

The SEM imaging also evidence the absence of any morphological appearance of native CA ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}E) and presence of non-fibrillar structure of protein sample treated at 65 °C ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}F).The sample containing GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v), show image proving that the polyols are restricting the CA monomer to form aggregates and give clear image ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}G--H).

4. Discussion {#sec0110}
=============

Glycerol and ethylene glycol both shares common properties like they are osmolytes, polyols and cryoprotectant. However, GL, by showing chemical chaperon activity, supersedes the fellow additive. Both the GL and EG strongly interact with the native, acid denatured and thermal denatured conformation of glucoamylase (GA) of *Aspergillus niger*. Glycerol shows more enhancement in CD signal (at MRE~222 nm~) than EG at the same concentration. The condition is different for the thermal denatured protein where EG destabilize the protein and CD signal decreases while glycerol still maintains the conformation integrity by giving more CD signal compared to the native [@bib0205].

Acting as a chemical chaperon, glycerol (7 M) surpasses the molecular chaperon (GroEL and GroES) *in vitro* in terms of total enzymatic recovery of citrate synthase during refolding. The inactivation kinetics study of citrate synthase revealed that loss of complete activity is a consequence of high temperature (45 °C) for an incubated period of 25 min, but the native conformation and 20% enzymatic activity was resorted on addition of 7 M glycerol [@bib0240].

The effect of osmolytes mimicking as molecular crowder cannot be generalize for the proteins, as it destabilize the aggregates but also destabilize the partially unfolded state and alter the amyloidosis by extending the lag time [@bib0155], [@bib0245], [@bib0250]. Moreover, modulation of osmolytes concentration produce tremendous effect of disaggregation of preformed aggregates as well as conversion of insoluble precipitates in to soluble aggregates [@bib0255]. Cosolutes also govern the refolding of protein which differs significantly for the reduced and oxidized state. The solute push the reduced state in towards the aggregation resulting decline in the refolding yield [@bib0260].

Moreover, the turbidity and RLS scattering is maximum at 65 °C, but in range of 75--85 °C, the cloudiness ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A and D) with slight low turbidity and scattering indicate that protein denatures and the onset of aggregation occurs just before the denaturation. The same pattern was also observed at neutral pH (close to isoelectric point) as denaturation occurs in the pI range of CA 6.0-6.8 [@bib0265]. The reduction in turbidity and Rayleigh scattering is due to the interaction of polyols with CA which nearly quash the impact of heat treatment. The change in λ~max~ was investigated to evaluate the refolding or unfolding of CA when processed during the experimental condition. We observed the neutrality of temperature range 25--45 °C on the λ~max~, while above this, a dramatic change with red shift of 9 nm was observed. The movement of Trp residues toward more hydrophobic region was accompanied by blue shift of 5 nm, when CA was incubated with increasing concentration of GL and EG.

CA at increasing temperature showed gradual decrease in the CD signal due to conformation alteration caused by heat. The unique single trough was obtained at 65 °C due to the aggregate formation while elevation in temperature beyond this point causes denaturation of protein and loss of signal, ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A). The steady conformational restoration was shown by both the polyols upon increasing the concentration, accompanied by addition of final concentration of GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) which restores nearly overall secondary structure detected by CD measurements ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B--C). The induction in the secondary structure has also been observed in reduced lysozyme on the addition of EG. Increasing the concentration of EG (0--40%), enhanced the value of negative ellipticity of single peak focused around the 218 nm through refolding. The induced secondary structure of refolded lysozyme by ethyl alcohol lacks α-helical conformation and is not comparable with the native state but showed higher magnitude of activity than reduced state [@bib0270].

Binding of ThT cause significant augmentation in fluorescence intensity ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A) on CA aggregate binding which directly opposite to the result obtained by ANS, CR, TEM and SEM. This might be possible due to formation cross-β sheet in amorphous aggregates [@bib0275] of CA but ANS data contradict the result by showing comparatively high ANS emission for amorphous than amyloid [@bib0110], [@bib0225]. The CD data depict the conformational restoration of the overall secondary structure of CA at GL15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v), but substantial amount of ANS fluorescence was also observed. The reason behind the remarkable ANS fluorescence is not due to exposed hydrophobic patches of CA protected by GL and EG, rather GL shows high binding affinity ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}E--F, Supplementary Fig. S2) with ANS and competes for the interaction [@bib0280], probably this is also true in case of EG.

Comparing the ANS data for amorphous and amyloid aggregates further confirms that the aggregates are amorphous in nature. Some scientists have reported such non-specific interaction of ThT with non-amyloidal fibrils [@bib0285]. Even in more astonishing condition, listeria O (LLO), a toxin produced by *Listeria monocytogenes,* a gram-positive bacterium, gets aggregated at pH 7.5 but gives a positive response for both amyloid specific dye ThT and CR while TEM images confirm the presence of unordered, non-fibrillar, amorphous aggregates [@bib0290]. The substantial enhancement in ThT fluorescence intensity and shifting in CR absorption spectra (supplementary Fig. S3) upon binding with amorphous aggregates suggest the possibility of successful stacking of ThT molecule in the crevices generated by aggregation.

Binding of the CA aggregates with CR do not lead the shift in absorption rather the optical density of absorption spectra increase which also is suggestive of the presence of amorphous aggregates. Similarly, the pre-incubated CA with GL and EG, decrease the Congo red spectra (supplementary Fig. S3). The DLS data divulge the difference of hydrodynamic radii (R~h~) of aggregated CA which is nearly 20 times (103 nm) than native (5.1). GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) preserves CA at monomeric form even at 65 °C and prevent oligomerization ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}) but interaction of CA with polyols slightly increase the hydrodynamic radii (R~h~) as well as apparent molecular weight ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The collective consideration of all data obtained, GL is found to be more effective than EG. The effect produced by EG for the conformational restoration of CA is achieved by the addition of nearly half of the concentration of GL. The ability of ethylene glycol for weakening the hydrophobic interaction amid sorbent and protein, serves itself as admirable mobile phase for the protein purification method involving hydrophobic interaction chromatography [@bib0295]. In which, ethylene glycol serves itself as excellent mobile phase by declining the hydrophobic interaction between sorbent and protein molecule.

Several models have been proposed to explain the mechanism and pathways of aggregate formation, but in case of CA it is following the mechanism of aggregation in conformational altered monomer serves as aggregation precursor. In this mechanism monomer, primarily with low proclivity of reversible association, undergoes conformation transformation *via* unfolding which enables the strong association under physical strain. The thermal stress cause the destabilization of CA and the unfolded state followed by display of hydrophobic patches which allow the hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction for finally aggregation. For the protection of CA conformation and anti-aggregation activity, the protection of CA monomer is a prerequisite. The pre-incubation of CA with GL 15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v), allows their interaction with CA monomers and hamper the thermal stress to produce unfolded population, hence, unavailability of such unfolded precursor cannot lead the aggregation ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 7Schematic representation of conformational alteration of CA, showing aggregate formation at 65 °C while denaturation at beyond this temperature range. Cartoon illustrate the inhibition of CA aggregates at 65 °C by the addition and incubation of GL15% (v/v) and EG 35% (v/v) through stabilization of monomeric CA which resist thermal impact from unfolding and further aggregation.Fig. 7

The excluded volume model explain that crowding influence the equilibrium of macromolecular reaction by either accelerating or retarding the compaction but the effect strictly depend on the compaction of initial conformation [@bib0300]. The osmolytes mediated stabilization of protein depend on the osmolytes-water interaction as double resolution model suggest that TMAO interact with two or three water molecule which prohibit the closeness of TAMO with protein *via* exclusion from the locality of protein [@bib0305]. The exact mechanism of structural modulation triggered by addition of cosolutes remains ambiguous, although adequate works are available, proposing various models like, enhanced surface tension, Wyman binding function, preferential hydration, and excluded volume [@bib0310], [@bib0315]. Increases in polyols concentration modulate the hydrophobic patches by pushing them towards the interior of proteins which causes compactness in proteins. Further, this compactness of protein hinder the hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction (the main culprit of aggregation of protein) and thus inhibition of protein occurs as reported in previous literatures [@bib0320], [@bib0325].

5. Conclusion {#sec0115}
=============

This study demonstrates that the polyols (GL and EG) are successfully able to inhibit the temperature mediated amorphous aggregation and induce native like conformation. Our results have also extended the example in exception of such protein which shows significant ThT binding even with amorphous aggregates. The little expansion in the radius but condense the core size of conalbumin occurs upon the interaction with GL and EG. For the overall conformational restoration, GL was found to be more effective than EG as it requires 15% (v/v) as compared to EG 35% (v/v). It would be very significant in future studies to investigate how polyols are further affecting the activity of pre-incubated proteins on thermal or other destabilizing stress. In case of successful restoration of enzymatic activity of proteins upon the addition of low concentrations of polyols will provide excellent lead against the harsh conditions encountered by protein in industries as well as transportation. The inhibition is due to hindrance of hydrophobic interaction (responsible for aggregation) that is caused by compactness of proteins as a result of shifting of hydrophobic patches in the inner side of proteins. Further, glycerol due to its hydrophobic nature also competes for the hydrophobic patches on the proteins and affects the hydrophobic interactions.
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